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Our Students and Faculty Do Great Things 
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It is impossible to share all of the great 
things that happen in our department, but I 
hope this newsletter gives you a glimpse into 
some of them. This year students have won 
awards, completed and presented research, 
worked at practicum sites, traveled the world, 
gotten jobs, and been admitted into graduate 
programs. Faculty have won teaching awards, 
mentored students, presented and published 
work, been promoted, and some even retired.  
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But when I think about what makes our 
department great, I always come back to the 
fact that students and faculty make connections 
with each other.   

Of course, faculty work with students in the 
classroom (that is our job), but students interact 
with faculty and each other outside of the 
classroom too. Whether it is Dr. Williams 
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Message from the Chair 
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painting pumpkins with Psi Chi, Dr. Ciano-
Boyce driving the college van to the Eastern 
Psychological Association, Dr. Camilleri 
bringing students to Canada to present their 
research, Dr. Kantrowitz driving across the 
state to meet with a student and supervisor at a 
practicum site, or Dr. Szpiler buying up 
brownies at the Psychology Club bake sale -- 
students and faculty spend time with each other 
outside of the classroom.  

The Department of Psychology is one of the 
larger departments at WSU. We have about 
380 day school majors, and 16 full time 
doctoral level psychology professors, with 
expertise representing the breadth of the 
discipline. Additionally, we have about 14 part-
time faculty who teach undergraduate and 
graduate classes during the day, evening, and 
online. A full 23% of our undergraduate 
students are double majors, which makes 
psychology the most popular double major after 
the Liberal Studies-Education pairing. We also 
have a thriving continuing education program. 
Each year approximately 12% of our graduates 
complete their degree part-time or online 
through the College of Graduate and 
Continuing Education (CGCE).  
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But you will not only find majors in our 
classes. The Psychology Department is the 
number one minor on campus (about 200 
students), the number one concentration in 
Liberal Studies, and after English Composition, 
Introduction to Psychology is the most frequently 
enrolled class at WSU.   

We also have thriving graduate programs 
serving about 95 students working toward a 
Master of Arts in Applied Behavior Analysis, or 
a Master of Arts in Counseling, with 
concentrations in Mental Health Counseling, 
Forensic Counseling, School Guidance 
Counseling, or School Adjustment Counseling. 

This means that you are surrounded by a lot 
of great people with different backgrounds and 
interests. But even though our department is 
large, we want you to get involved and hope 
this newsletter will give you ideas about what is 
happening in your department, and how you 
can join the fun. 

 

Lynn M. Shelley 
Chair, Department of Psychology 

NEW: The WSU Department of Psychology is in 
the College of Mathematics and Sciences 

Westfield State University now has Colleges, and the 
Department of Psychology is in the College of 
Mathematics and Sciences (CMS). In a practical sense, 
this does not impact students of psychology -- 
psychology majors do not take any more math or 
science classes than before. But when you need a dean’s 
signature, that dean is now on the first floor of Wilson 
Hall. There is also the benefit of being in a college where 
you are surrounded by others who understand and value 
research and its applications.   CMS Student Reps CMS Student Reps 

Continued from page 1 
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Wizardry of Oz brings Frank McGuire  
to Campus 

1

Drs. Claudia Ciano Boyce (Psychology), 
Frank Giuilano (Physical and Chemical 
Sciences), and Margot Hennessy (Ethnic and 
Gender Studies) co-taught a unique class, The 
Wizardry of Oz.  As part of that class, the 
author of The New York Times bestselling 
“Wicked Years” series, Gregory Maguire, came 
to campus to speak. The Tony Award-winning 
Broadway musical, “Wicked” was based on 
Maguire’s book, Wicked, Son of a Witch. 

Maguire shared his personal story of how 
during childhood, drawing and play served as a 
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means for managing difficult family situations, 
but also developed his love and talent for 
writing. His storytelling was accompanied by a 
slide show of illustrations he made throughout 
childhood and adolescence. The audience was 
enchanted listening to this master storyteller. 
He further mesmerized the audience by reading 
a scene from Wicked, Son of a Witch.  

After the talk, Mr. Maguire generously 
signed copies of his books and allowed students 
to take numerous selfies with him.  
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I came to Westfield State 
because it was affordable. As a 
divorced single parent, I knew if I 
wanted a good job, I needed to go 
back to school. My degree in 
Theatre & Film studies wasn’t 
going to cut it.   

What I loved about being a 
continuing education student was 
that the tuition is affordable, and 
I could take day and evening 
courses. Having children and 
working full time, this flexibility 
made school possible. For me, 
the biggest challenge was making 
time for online classes. At first I 
found them difficult, but once I 
learned to navigate Plato, it was 
easier. Truthfully, I enjoy and 
learn better in a live classroom.  

I decided to major in 
psychology after my divorce. 
Being married to an Army 
veteran who suffered from PTSD 
was difficult. I didn’t understand 
what he was going through, and 
did not have the knowledge to 
help him. I wanted to help 
military families by becoming a 
counselor so I could provide 
others with the knowledge I did 
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not have.  

During my second 
semester at WSU, I took  
Applied Behavior Analysis. I had 
no idea what ABA was, but I 
became fascinated. Then I took 
Learning. The more I learned, 
the more captivated I became. I 
attended an on-campus job fair 
where I applied for an 
internship in Behavior 
Services. For the last 11 
months I have been a full time 
behavior technician, providing 
services for autistic children. I 
have been offered a supervisor 
position. This is my first salary 
position and I feel very proud 
of my work.   

I graduate May 2019 and 
am applying for the master’s 
program at WSU so I can 
become a BCBA. I will 
continue working in behavior 
services, and hope to integrate 
mental health with ABA so I 
can begin working toward my 
original mission, which is to 
help veterans and military 
families. 

Jovan Roman 
Class of 

2019 
 

Student Spotlight: Jovan Roman  

     The Last Section of 
PSYC 105 Research 
Methods in Psychology 
was offered Fall 2018 
for the graduating class of 
2019. All future classes will 
take PSYC 219 Research 
Methods I and PSYC 319 
Research Methods II. 
Survivors of PSYC 105 
know the class was a lot of 
work so dividing it across 
two semesters makes sense.  
      Dr. Shelley taught the 
last section of PSYC 105 
and the class decided to 
research racial 
microaggressions and 
present the project at 
CURCA. Beyond what was 
learned about research, the 
best part of the class was the 
friendships made while 
completing the project. Who 
knew SPSS could analyze 
data and bring students 
together? 

PSYC 105  
Research Methods  

in Psychology  
Ends 
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Interdisciplinary Opportunities in 
Psychology 

Interdisciplinary 
Neuroscience Journal Club 

You have probably read news articles that 
discuss exciting new findings in the field of 
neuroscience. Have you ever wanted to know 
more? If so, then the Interdisciplinary 
Neuroscience Journal Club (INJC) is for you! 
This year students read and discussed research 
featured in the popular press, including articles 
about maternal nutrition and neonatal 
outcomes. To join the INJC email list and start 
getting scheduling information and links to 
resources, email Dr. Robin White 
at rwhite@westfield.ma.edu.  

 

Minor in Gerontology 
The Gerontology Minor is for students 

interested in the many facets of aging and the 
issues the elderly face today. This 
interdisciplinary minor includes Sociology, 
Psychology, and Movement Science courses. 
Gerontology incorporates the study of the 
physical, mental, and social changes in older 
people as they age, and includes the 
investigation of the changes in society resulting 
from our aging population. The minor prepares 
students for specializing in work with the 
elderly. Career opportunities abound. To learn 
more, contact tsmith@westfield.ma.edu.  

Coming Soon: Minor in 
Art Therapy Preparation  
Art therapists are licensed counselors with at 

least a master's degree in either art therapy or a 
master's with a concentration in art therapy. A 
bachelor's degree is required to get into art 
therapy graduate programs. In response to 
student requests, the chairs of the Psychology and 
Art Departments, Dr. Shelley and Dr. Shapleigh 
have worked together to propose an Art Therapy 
Preparation Minor at Westfield State University. 
The minor will meet all requirements necessary to 
for admittance into an Art Therapy graduate 
program. The minor will be 12 classes, but Art 
majors will only need 6 PSYC classes, and 
Psychology majors will only need 6 ART classes. 
Other majors will need to complete all 6 ART 
and 6 PSYC classes. This minor is going through 
the approval process, but we hope to have it in 
place for Fall 2020.  
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Psych Club News 

1

As another year 
comes to a close, the 
Psychology Club 
remains an active group 
on campus. The 
Psychology Club is a 

welcoming group of students who advocate for 
mental health awareness and a stigma-free 
environment. Any student interested in 
psychology can join, and members can drop in 
a few times, or attend every week.  

This past year, Psych Club had a variety of 
activities: an art therapy guest speaker, movie 

nights, relaxation 
techniques, coloring, 
Tell Your Story events, 
among other activities. 
Also, Psych Club 
volunteered at Fresh 
Check Day, which 
promotes mental health 

2

awareness on campus.  

Additionally, the Psychology Club attended 
the Eastern Psychological Association 
Conference, which was held in New York City 
this year (the above picture was taken while we 
were in NYC). Collectively, 15 students 
attended, 3 of whom presented at the 
conference. This was an excellent bonding 
experience that blended both academics and 
social activities.  

I have been honored to serve as the Psych 
Club President for two and a half years. This 
club taught me so much throughout my four 
years. I would like to thank and congratulate 
the graduating seniors who have been so active 
in the club: Sarah Abare, Nick Cox, Nikki 
Heruox, and Michelle Jasiel. To the new 
executive board, best of luck, these four years 
go by so fast! 

Lauren Stornelli, Class of 2019 
Psychology Club President 
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Psi Chi, the International Honor Society in Psychology, is a member 
of the Association of College Honor Societies and affiliate of the 
American Psychological Association (APA) and the American 
Psychological Society (APS). The WSU Psi Chi chapter has been active 
this year. The chapter held a variety of events ranging from guest speakers 
to rock painting, to appeal to all kinds of psychology students.  

Exams, working, and taking classes is stressful, so we wanted to use 
chapter events as a means for members to both learn about psychology 
and also de-stress and have fun. The chapter held several events geared 
toward relaxation, such as rock painting, DIY slime, and making stress 
balls. One of the best events was Pumpkin Painting. There was an 
amazing turnout of students, but the connection with professors and their 
children for a fun and creative night was what made it great.  

As a group, Psi Chi attended the New England Psychological Association 
conference at Worcester Polytechnical Institute in the fall, and many also 
attended the Eastern Psychological Association conference in New York in 
the spring. The chapter also raised money and attended the National 
Eating Disorder Association Walk to raise awareness and treatment for 
eating disorders.  

In April almost 40 new members were inducted (see above picture), 
so we look forward to another great year of friendship and fun.  

Psi Chi News 

The WSU chapter of 
Psi Chi received a 
Model Chapter 
Award from Psi Chi 
International. This 
award is given to 
outstanding chapters 
that meet the criteria 
of an ideal chapter 
for the previous year. 
This involves being 
highly active and 
engaged in 
promoting the ideals 
of the organization, 
such as community 
service, utilizing 
teamwork, voting in 
national Psi Chi 
elections, attending 
conferences and 
holding regular 
meetings. 

  

Psi Chi 
Wins Again 
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Dr. Ricki Kantrowitz Retires 

1

Dr. Ricki Kantrowitz has retired after 36 
years of service to Westfield State. Dr. 
Kantrowitz was born and raised in 
Northampton, Massachusetts. She earned a BA 
in Psychology from Simmons College and went 
on to earn a Masters Degree and Doctorate in 
Clinical Psychology from Michigan State 
University. After working as a Therapist at 
Westfield Area Mental Health, in 1983 she 
began her career as a Professor at Westfield 
State. At that time she was also a Therapist in 
the college’s Center for Psychological Services, 
which was run out of the Department of 
Psychology. 

At Westfield State Dr. Kantrowitz has 
taught numerous courses, including Abnormal 
Psychology, Women and Mental Health, and 
Counseling Theories and Practice, but most know 
her as the Practicum Professor. If you happen to 
visit guidance offices, mental health clinics, 
hospitals, jails, human resource offices in the 
Pioneer Valley, over and over you will bump 
into WSU graduates who started in those jobs 
as the result of practicum with Dr. Ricki 
Kantrowitz. 
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Dr. Kantrowitz also occupied many roles 
and won many distinctions at Westfield State. 
She served as the coordinator for the 
Department of Psychology’s Mental Health and 
Guidance Counseling graduate programs, and 
provided invaluable leadership during several 
transitions in program requirements. She 
coordinated the Honors Program. She is an 
active leader in the campus’ Phi Kappa Phi 
chapter. She won several Fulbright-Hays 
Summer Seminar Abroad Awards, John F. 
Nevins Outstanding Educator Award (DGCE), 
a Distinguished Service Award, several 
professional development and foundation 
grants. 

In addition to working as a licensed 
therapist and having an Independent Practice in 
Clinical Psychology, from 1993 to 2012 Dr. 
Kantrowitz served on the United Nations NGO 
Committees on the Status of Women, and on 
Mental Health, and served as an NGO 
Representative for the World Federation for 
Mental Health at the United Nations. Thus, it 
was a natural fit for her to serve as the 
university’s Faculty Liaison for 
Internationalization, and in that role that she 
was responsible for encouraging faculty and 
students to travel abroad.  

What students and colleagues almost 
always mention about Dr. Kantrowitz is that 
she holds high standards for her students but is 
eager to help them meet 
those standards. Plus she 
holds even higher standards 
for herself! Her presence 
will be missed on campus, 
but all who know her 
realize she will continue to 
do great things for the field 
long after retirement. 
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Dr. Jack Szpiler Retires 

1

Dr. Jack 
Szpiler has retired 
after 43 years of 
working at 
Westfield State. 
Dr. Szpiler grew up 
in Rochester, NY 
and earned his 
Bachelor of Arts 
Degree from the 
University of 
Dayton, OH in 
1969. He went on 
to attain his 

Doctorate in Education from the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. It was there that he 
discovered his love of teaching.  

In 1976 he began his career as an Adjunct 
Professor in the Department of Psychology at 
Westfield State College. In 1977 he earned a 
tenure track position and the rest is history! At 
Westfield State, Dr. Szpiler taught numerous 
courses, including Introduction to Psychology, 
Educational Psychology, Child Development, 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology, and Stress 
Management. Those who have taken his classes 
have enjoyed his personality and his wicked 
sense of humor. The high quality of Dr. 
Szpiler’s classroom instruction was recognized 
by 9 teaching awards across his career. He won 
the John F. Nevins Outstanding Educator 
Award, which is given by the College of 
Graduate and Continuing Education, and was 
nominated several other times. As a long time 
Instructor of Introduction to Psychology, countless 
Psychology majors decided to pursue the 
discipline because of his class!   

Dr. Szpiler was chair of the Psychology 
Department for more than 11 years, and 
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coordinated the Psychology Continuing 
Education Program for more than 20 years. He 
also directed the Disney Program for a number 
of years.  

Dr. Szpiler was a staple on the campus. 
Many teachers, psychologists, professors, police 
officers, police chiefs, human resource workers, 
counselors, principals, and even mayors have 
taken his classes. In fact, in recognition of his 
retirement, Mayor Domic Sarno, the mayor of 
Springfield, MA, proclaimed Thursday May 2, 
2019 as Dr. Jack Szpiler Day.  

Dr. Szpiler’s colleagues, friends, students 
and co-workers will miss his everyday presence 
on campus, but we look forward to his 
continuation as Director of the Department of 
Psychology’s Continuing Education Program.  
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Student Awards 

1

Harvey Roazen Award 
Hailey Peich is the 2019 winner of the 

Harvey Roazen Award for academic excellence 
in psychology. This award is named after a 
former psychology professor who was deeply 
committed to students of psychology at 
Westfield State, and it recognizes the student 
with the highest cumulative GPA in the 
Department of Psychology.  

When asked what she plans to do next, 
Hailey said, “ Following graduation, I plan to 
participate in a service year, where I can travel 
and gain hands on experience with different 
populations. When I return, I hope to further 
explore my career in both psychology and 
social work. I am especially interested in 
developmental psych and early intervention 
programs. Although my plans are not that 
concrete, I think this is to my benefit, as I can 
do anything that comes my way.” 
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Robert Goodale Award 
William Mc Grath is the 2019 

winner of the Robert Goodale Award for 
academic excellence. This award is named after 
a psychology professor who was deeply 
committed to continuing education students, 
and it recognizes the continuing education 
student with the highest cumulative GPA in the 
Department of Psychology. This year’s winner 
earned his degree completely online.  

When asked his plans, William said, “I am 
currently continuing my work as an educator of 
children living with substantial special needs. 
My studies have been very helpful in my work 
through better understanding of behaviors and 
practical strategy application. My 
future, however, is in social work. I will begin 
my MSW studies in the fall and have already 
begun looking for work in the field with DCF 
so I can continue to assist children and their 
families enhance their well-being.” 

The Department of Psychology has many students who do amazing things. Academic Awards are one 
way we can recognize some of the outstanding work our students do. The Harvey Roazen and the 
Robert Goodale Awards each come with a $200 stipend, and the winners’ names are engraved on 
brass plates that hang in a display-cases near the Psychology Department.  
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Academic Excellence Awards recognize 
students who evidenced academic success as well 
as a passion and commitment to the field of 
psychology. Here this year’s winners share their 
plans for after graduation.   

Brianna Cora 
Throughout my four years at WSU, I have 

taken classes with amazing professors to prepare 
me for what is to come next. I am pursuing a 
career in working with children and their families 
to help them in reaching their full potential. I am 
looking forward to starting a career in human 
services in the Merrimack valley.  

Nicholas Cox 
Towards the end of my undergraduate career 

at Westfield State, my interests shifted from 
Applied Behavior Analysis to 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology. I plan to 
eventually earn my Master's Degree or Doctoral 
Degree in I/O Psychology and apply my 
knowledge to the workforce, specifically in 
recruitment or immigration law. For the future, I 
feel driven to make a lot of money and make 
donations to the Psychology Department, so more 
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students can participate in the Service Learning 
Experience in Antigua, Guatemala. 

Michelle Jasiel 
My immediate plans for after graduation 

are to attend the Mental Health Counseling 
Program here at Westfield State University and 
to continue working as a Behavior Technician 
for the Behavior Services of Western MA. 
These next steps will bring me closer to 
fulfilling my aspiration of becoming an 
adolescent clinical psychologist. 

Lauren Stornelli  
In the fall I will be attending Palo Alto 

University in California for a Clinical 
Psychology PhD program. I will be pursuing 
this degree to achieve my career goal of 
assessing and treating the offender population 
as a forensic clinical psychologist.  

Cameron Swan 
I will be starting with The TJX Companies 

as an allocations analyst in July of 2019. In this 
role, I will be using psychology in 
understanding trends of human behavior and 
cognition. 

Academic Excellence Awards 

Alissa Smith, class of 2019, was a Psychology and Criminal Justice double major from 
Amesbury, MA. As a student at Westfield State, Alissa was a tutor, participated in two honors 

societies and served as president of the Circle K Club, where she 
helped organize fundraisers and community events, including 
Westfield State’s “HOOT Day” and “Breakfast with Santa.” 
Psychology Professor Dr. Alex Daniel said, “Alissa is hard-
working, kind, and conscientious, always willing to help her 
peers and consistently comes to class with an open, curious 
mind, ready to learn. She is a leader in the classroom, setting a 
positive example with her thoughtful, interested questions and 
discussion points.” 

Psychology and Criminal Justice Major, Alissa Smith 
Wins President’s Award for Excellence and Leadership 
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Last year the Department of Psychology 
was gifted an anonymous financial donation 
to honor Dr. William F. Duval. The gift was 
given to recognize the impact Professor 
Duval made on the donor’s career path. After 
consulting with Dr. Duval, it was determined 
the donation would fund an annual financial 
award for an outstanding psychology student 
with plans to pursue graduate study in 
psychology.  

In this second year, the Dr. William F. 
Duval Academic Excellence in Psychology 
Award was given to Lauren Stornelli. 
Lauren, an outstanding student, also won an 

2

Academic Excellence award, and you can see 
her plans for graduate school in that article.  

Dr. Bill Duval was a Professor of 
Psychology at Westfield State College and 
retired in 2001. As a licensed psychologist he 
taught courses such as Theories of Counseling, 
Counseling Theories and Practice, Psychology of the 
Family, and Career Development. He was the 
psychology department’s chair for 6 years, and 
directed the Psychology Graduate Programs 
for 5 years. After retiring he was named a 
Professor Emeritus, and remains active in the 
community of Westfield.  

Grateful Alum Starts the  
Dr. William F. Duval Award for 

Academic Excellence in Psychology 

Taryn Canfield applied for and won a Psi Chi travel 
grant that enabled her to present her research at the 
2019 Eastern Psychological Association’s annual 
conference in New York City. Taryn graduated from 
Westfield State University in 2018, and rejoined 
WSU as a graduate student in the department’s 
Mental Health Counseling and School Guidance 
Counseling Programs -- she is also a Department of 
Psychology Grad Assistant, and a Psi Chi member. 
Winning the travel grant is an awesome example of 
what can be achieved simply by trying! All Psi Chi 
students who are, or will be doing research should 
check out opportunities for research and travel grants 
at www.psichi.org clicking on the Grants/Awards 
tab. This is a great benefit of being in Psi Chi. 

Summer Williams 
Faculty Advisor for Psi Chi 

Taryn Canfield Wins Psi Chi Travel Grant 
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This year WSU’s chapter of Psi Chi, the 
International Honor Society in Psychology, was very 
active. One activity was a clothing drive for Westfield 
High School’s Community Closet. Staff at the high 
school run a shop with clothes, personal care items, and 
school supplies for any students, no questions asked.   

In November we loaded a car with donations and 
headed to the high school. We were greeted warmly and 
given a tour.  The shop had sections of clothes including 
professional attire for interviews, dresses for prom, and every-day attire. This successful program is 
popular with staff and students alike. When we donated the items in November they had already 
had over 300 visits to the closet.  

It was a heart-warming choice to partner with this wonderful local 
community group that helps all students to have clothes appropriate for the 
season and their personal style. We would like to give a huge thank you to 
all who donated clothing to this event to the e-board officers who took 
charge and generated a car’s worth of donations. 

Sarah Abare, Class of 2019 
Psi Chi Historian  

Fundraising Coordinator and Social Media Manager of Psychology Club 

Psi Chi Contributes 
Clothes to Westfield High 
School Community Closet 
 

1

In the span of two weeks in 
April, Dr. Daniel was in the 
popular media twice discussing 
two different lines of research.  

First, National Public Radio 
(NPR) interviewed him and 
Alecka Camp, class of 2018, 
about research they did on 
emojis. The research was 
published Psychology and Popular 
Media Culture, a very prestigious 
journal in the discipline so it was 
not surprising that it was spotted 
by NPR.   

2

A couple weeks later Dr. 
Daniel was interviewed by 
Forbes about his research on 
the topic of spoliers, and 
whether or not they ruin 
viewers’ enjoyment. The 
Forbes  article appeared in 
anticipation of season 8 of the 
Game of Thrones.  

What will Dr. Daniel 
research next? It’s a surprise, 
we won’t spoil it for you… but 
you are encouraged to visit the 
TAM Lab to find out.   

Spoiler Alert: Dr. Alex Daniel 
in the Media 
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Our graduate programs are thriving and 
each is recognized for its excellence. All 
graduate programs require course attendance in 
the evenings (after 4pm), with some summer 
session work, and offer small class sizes 
instructed by experienced faculty.  

Applied Behavior Analysis 
The Master of Arts in Applied Behavior 

Analysis can be completed in 2 years. A 
Certificate in ABA is also offered. The programs 
match students with placements beginning in the 
first semester. Placements are varied and involve 
working with individuals with developmental 
disabilities, within school systems, and within 
clinical mental health placements. For more 
information contact Program Director Dr. Jorge 
Reyes.  

Master of Arts in Counseling 
There are four concentrations in Counseling 

(Mental Health, Forensic, School Guidance, 
School Adjustment). Our programs position 
mental health, forensic mental health, and 
school adjustment counselors to meet state 
requirements and for guidance counselors to 
qualify for Professional Status after 3 years of 
employment. This year, the counseling program 
accepted the largest cohort in program history, 
although the program remains small-to-
moderate in size for intentional one-to-one and 
small group mentoring with graduate 
students.  Twenty-seven (27) students join the 
program in fall 2019. 

 

2

Mental Health Counseling prepares students 
to meet licensure requirements in the 
Commonwealth as a mental health counselor 
(LMHC). The program can be completed in 3 
years. For information contact Program Director 
Dr. Robert Hayes. 

Forensic Mental Health Counseling 
prepares counseling students to work with various 
forensic populations. The program dually meets 
the education and experience requirements for a 
licensed mental health counselor. Students may 
complete a thesis (optional). For more information 
contact Program Director Dr. Joseph Camilleri. 

School Adjustment Counseling has been 
fully approved by the MA Department of 
Elementary and Secondary Education. Students 
will be fully endorsed for their initial license upon 
graduation beginning with the cohort entering 
2019.  

School Guidance Counseling prepares 
candidates for MA licensure as school guidance 
counselors at the initial level upon graduation! All 
candidates begin in the fall in a cohort model and 
can progress at an assertive or relaxed pace.  

The School Guidance Counseling and School 
Adjustment Counseling Programs set themselves 
apart from other programs in the state by an 
emphasis on the development of counseling skills. 
Both programs entertain applicants on an open 
enrollment basis, but preference is given to students 
who apply by Feb. 1st. For information contact 
Program Director Dr. Maria Letasz.                     

   Robert Hayes, Ph.D      . 
           Coordinator Graduate Programs in Counseling              

Department of Psychology Graduate Programs 
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Things have been busy in the MA program in 
Forensic Mental Health Counseling. A number of 
students will be attending the 4th North American 
Correctional & Criminal Justice Psychology 
Conference, in Halifax, Nova Scotia June, 2019. 
Cassandra Rudd will be presenting preliminary 
results from her master’s thesis at this conference, 
and Kristin Cianciolo will be presenting data from a project on psychopathy in 
intimate relationships. Several current students and alums have also published 
entries for the Encyclopedia of Evolutionary Psychology Science. This year, the 
Director of the Program, Dr. Joseph Camilleri, was nominated for the John F. 
Nevins Outstanding Educator Award. We welcome incoming students, Alissa 
Smith, Nick Moore, Zoe Eager (coming from Oklahoma), and Delphine Malard 
(from France!) to the program, and congratulate Angie Gutierrez, Connor 
Jackson, Jessica Jacobs, Chi Lee, Kaitline Richotte, and April Zaragosa on their 
graduation! 

Joe Camilleri, Ph.D. 
Director, Forensic Concentration, MA Program in Mental Health Counseling 

ABA Students Attend BABAT 

This picture was taken at the Berkshire Association for Behavior Analysis and Therapy (BABAT) 
conference in 2018.  BABAT is a highly regarded regional conference for Behavior Analysis and 
draws people from all over the country.  Pictured here are faculty from the graduate program in 
Applied Behavior Analysis as well as current and former graduate students.   

Jorge Reyes, Ph.D., BCBA-D 
ABA Graduate Program Director 

 

News from Forensic Counseling  
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Grad Students in School Guidance and  
School Adjustment Counseling attended 

MASCA Conference 
Several School Guidance and School Adjustment students presented posters 

at the 2019 Massachusetts School Counselors Association (MASCA) Spring 
Conference held April 29-30 in Hyannis, MA. 

 

Kyle Taylor and Colin Moge presented 
on Cultivating Growth Mindset: A 
Mindfulness-based Approach.   

 

 

Victoria Williamson presented on Art Therapy in 
the School Setting.   

 

Crystal Tarris presented on 
Sleep and School 
Engagement.   

 

Maria Letasz, Ed.D. 
Director, School Counseling 

Programs 

Almost all of the students in the school counseling concentration attended the 2019 Western MA 
Counselors Association (WMCA) dinner. (Back row left to right: Kyle Taylor SG19, Crystal Tarris SAC19, 
Anna Campetti SG19, Colin Moge SG19, Jessica Nehmer SAC19, Veronica Underwood SG/SAC/MH19, 
Brian Cipoletta SG20, Laurie Roule SG/SAC/MH19, Molly Moynihan SG20, Taryn Canfield SG/MH21, Julia 
Comly-Green SG/SAC20, Becky Rousse SG/SAC21, Lydia Grossi SG21.  Front row left to right: Victoria 
Williamson SAC19, Tatyana Villegas SG/SAC21, Molly Witkus SG20, Meghan Donnelly SG20, Teila Dupuis 
SG/MH21).  

Scholarships 
were awarded at 
the MASCA 
dinner.  Meghan 
Donnelly was a 
recipient of this 
year's Graduate 
Student 
Scholarship.   
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Promotions to Full Professor 

1

Dr. Joe Camilleri joined the 

Department of Psychology in 2008. In 2014 he 
earned tenure and in 2019 he was promoted to 
full professor. Dr. Camilleri is the director of 
our Forensic Mental Health Counseling 
graduate program, and at the undergraduate 
level he teaches Research Methods, Statistics, 
Psychometrics, Forensic Psychology, and 
Capstone courses. He earned his Ph.D. in 2008 
from Queen's University in Canada. His 
primary area of research is on sexual conflict in 
relationships and psychopathy. 

 

2

Dr. Joey Reyes joined the 

Department of Psychology in 2008, earned 
tenure in 2014 and was promoted to full 
professor in 2019. Dr. Reyes is the director of 
our Applied Behavior Analysis graduate 
program. He earned his Ph.D. in Psychology 
with an emphasis in Behavior Analysis from the 
University of Florida. His primary area of 
research is in the assessment and treatment of 
problem behavior. He teaches Psychology of 
Learning, Applied Behavior Analysis, and 
Capstone and Special Topics courses at both 
graduate and undergraduate levels. 

Dr. Maria Letasz Wins  
Virgina Powers-Legac Memorial Award 

Dr. Maria C. Letasz won the 2019 Dr. Virginia Powers-Lagac Outstanding Adjunct Award. The 
award was established in 2013 in Dr. Virginia Powers-Legac’s memory to recognize an outstanding 
part-time professor who is an exemplary classroom educator, a mentor outside the classroom, and 
highly committed to the mission of the University’s Department of Psychology. 

Dr. Letasz has been teaching at WSU since 2013; however, she has been connected with the 
WSU Department of Psychology much longer than that. She earned her B.A in Psychology from 
WSU (2008), completing the degree in 3 years!  She continued at WSU and earned the MA 
Counseling degree (2011) with dual concentrations in mental health counseling and school guidance 
counseling.  While working as a guidance counselor (Chicopee Schools) and mental health counselor 
(West Central Family & Counseling, West Springfield), Maria accepted a role directing the school 
counseling programs at WSU. Her service in that capacity has been congruent with continued 
academic achievements, such as a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies in Educational 
Psychology from American International College (2014) and a Doctorate in Education from the 
University of West Georgia (2017). She currently serves as Director of Guidance and Clinical Services 
for the public schools of Brookline, a Commonwealth school system.  

According to the Director of Graduate Programs in Psychology, Dr. Robert Hayes, Dr. Letasz’s 
unique combination of expertise and the passion she brings to the classroom as a professor is 
“unmatched.” Dr. Letasz has enthusiastically brought her skill and expertise to program 
development.  Largely due to Dr. Letasz, WSU will be fully endorsing School Adjustment Counselors 
in the near future.  Quoting Dr. Hayes, “The energy, passion, diligence, ‘many extra-miles’, and 
outstanding academic rigor that Maria Letasz consistently demands of our counselors-in-training is 
stellar.  It is matched only by her commitment to developing counseling excellence in our graduate 
candidates.  I cannot think of a better candidate to honor the memory of Dr. Powers-Legac with this 
award.”  
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The Department of Psychology is excited to announce that our newest faculty member, Dr. 
Princy Quadros-Mennella, will join us in the fall of 2019.  Dr. Quadros-Mennella received her Ph.D. 
in Neuroscience and Behavior from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst in 2004. She has since 
been a professor at Delaware State University, and most recently was the founding director of the 
Neuroscience Program at Bay Path University. Her graduate research focused on understanding the 
role of the progesterone receptor in producing sexual differentiation in rodents, but she has researched 
a variety of topics in neuroscience since. Here at Westfield State she will teach courses such as 
Physiological Psychology, Research Methods in Psychology I and II, Introduction to Psychology, and other, 
more specialized topics in the future. If you see her around, please introduce yourself! 

Eric Bressler, Ph.D. & Joey Reyes, Ph.D. 
Professors of Psychology 

 

In 2019 three Psychology 
majors earned 
Commonwealth Honors 
Scholar, the highest 
academic distinction 
awarded by the 
Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. As part 
of this distinction, honors 
students must complete a 
Senior Honors Project.  

2019 Psychology 
Majors: 
Cameron Swan – 
“Decision Making in 
Business Management”  
Lauren Stornelli – 
“Errors and Biases in 
Bystander Identification 
of Perpetrators” 
Nicholas Cox – “The 
Relationship Between 
Social Media Use and 
Suicidal Ideation”  

New Professor of Neuroscience 

Three Senior 
Honors Projects 
In Psychology 

Brrr… Psyc Students Warm Up in the 
Front Office with Free Cocoa on 
National Hot Chocolate Day 

 

Once in a Lifetime Opportunity 
Spring 2020 PSYC 355 Service Learning 
in Psychology: Guatemala (4 credits) 

Application due mid October, Total cost ($2300) due December. 
Pre-requisites: PSYC 101 and at least 1 other PSYC course. 

For information see pages 20-21, or visit International Programs 
Office (Parenzo Lobby) or www.westfield.ma.edu/academics.study-
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The TAM (Taste, Attention, & Memory) Lab was very busy this 
year!  Lab members Katie Chapman, Olivia Gwynn, Kayla Ovelheiro, and 
Allison Webster studied cognitive mechanisms in their own research 
projects, designing the experiments, collecting the data, and analyzing it 
with Prof. Daniel.  New this semester is the eye-tracking machine, which 
allows our researchers to measure where a participant is looking on a 
computer screen in real time.  Katie Chapman’s research project uses this 
equipment to examine how students with anxiety focus their attention in 
the presence of negative environmental stimuli.  Kayla Ovelheiro’s 
research project (which she completed for independent-study course credit) 

investigated how increases in pressure negatively affect students’ test-taking scores.  Olivia Gwynn 
and Allison Webster worked together on a 
project testing the effects of caffeine on student 
attention skills, and they’ll have new projects 
going by the end of the semester!  All of this was 
research was made possible through generous 
Alumni donations that are used to support 
student research through the Center for 
Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity 
(CURCA). 

T. Alex Daniel, Ph.D. 
Faculty Director TAM Lab 

The Taste, Attention and 
Memory Lab 

School Counseling Graduate Student Wins S.O.S.  

The College of Graduate and 
Continuing Education (CGCE) 
grants a Supporting Our Schools 
Scholarship (S.O.S.) to recognize 
and reward the accomplishments 
of individuals pursuing a career 
as school personnel, specifically 
those intending to become 
teachers or guidance counselors. 

Taryn Canfield, Class of 2018, and current graduate student in 
School Guidance Counseling is the 2019 winner of this 
competitive award. Congratulations Taryn! 
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Lynn Shelley: In the spring semester of 2019 I taught a unique semester long class that 
also required 40 hours of service work in Guatemala during spring break. Dr. Kantrowitz 
went as my assistant. We worked with a local mission (IDC) to coordinate and direct our 
activities. This article is co-written by the students about their time in Guatemala – all 
impressed me with their intellect during the regular semester, but it was their hearts that stood 
out the most to me during our time in Guatemala. This class is open to all and will be offered 
again Spring, 2020 with applications due October 2019. 

Leighanne Garlick: Students in this class were required to raise funds and collect supplies 
prior to the trip. The funds enabled us to build a house. At the end of the day, the family 
prayed for us and our safety, showing how grateful they were. Donations also allowed us to 
deliver 12 water filters to families lacking clean water. The medical and craft supplies we 
collected were distributed to the families we met, and to a malnutrition center, hospital for 
homeless, and preschool.  

Hailey Peich: On our first full day in Guatemala, we attended IDC’s Sunday church 
service where we were welcomed with warmth and faith. Following the service, we went on a 
walking tour and learned about Antigua and its colorful history. It was a great way to begin 
to experience the culture and spirituality of the Guatemalan people. 

Jocelyn Hill: Next, we built a house for the Godinez family. We used our own two hands 
to benefit this family in a way that will change their lives. They will now have a home and a 
water filter. Although it was not always easy, the family’s prayer at the end helped us realize 
that we were a part of something bigger than ourselves 

Jess Wheelden: We spent two mornings in the 
municipality of Pastores delivering water filters to families. 
The filters will provide clean water for up to 10 years. The 
families welcomed us into their homes. On the filters we put 
stickers with the names of our families and friends who 
donated money to buy the water filters. It was an amazing 
feeling to see how grateful the families were.  

Kat Howland: Although we spent a lot of time working 
we also had time to explore Antigua. We woke up early mornings to watch the sunrise and 
spent most nights at the “Crepes place.”  It was fun to barter at the market, see the sights, and 
communicate with people who speak a different language. We encountered many beautiful 
views in our time in Guatemala.  
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Kendra Church: One afternoon we went to Casa Jackson, a 
malnourishment center for babies. We fed, played with, and loved these 
beautiful children. This facility provided medical attention and 
nourishment to the children, beds for breastfeeding mothers, and support 
for families. It was hard to see underdeveloped children, but knowing they 
were being helped and were not there permanently allowed for a more 
positive outlook.  

Nicholas Cox: Another afternoon we visited Hermano Pedro, a 
hospital and care center for individuals with long term disabilities. We played with children 
using balloons because they usually receive little to no stimulation. Many of us also fed the 
children. Most of us had never seen people in a hospital living with conditions like cerebral 
palsy, so the experience was completely out of our comfort zones. School cannot prepare 
one for that type of powerful experience.   

Maggie Kane: On our free day we climbed Volcan Pacaya. Although it was physically 
challenging, we were all motivated to push through. Roasting marshmallows over the 
hotspots and looking at the view of Antigua were experiences we will never forget, and we 
all left feeling extremely accomplished. 

Ali Fisher: La Guardaria, an elementary school and daycare was 
an eye-opening experience. Compared to American schools, these 
children had a lot more freedom. The students were so open to 
working and playing with us, and they were 
adorable. 

Brianna Lynch: On the last day we went to 
Campos de Suenos, a feeding center. We served a protein meal and did 
a craft with kids. We also took polaroid pictures of them, and they 
would not stop smiling. It was amazing to see how something that 
seems so simple to us really made their day.  

Kennedy McKelvey: In class we learned about how to enter a 
country respectfully and properly. Working with IDC, we were able to steer away from 
Volunteerism. We had IDC workers with us every day who are residents of Antigua. Instead 
of attempting to “Americanize,” we assisted them in their work and learned from them. 

Paulette Freddo: It is hard to put into words the experiences we participated in. 
Describing the events won’t compare to the memories that we will forever have in our 
hearts. We were constantly pushed further and further out of our comfort zones, and grew as 
people from this service.  

Liz Courtney: Traveling to a new country is without a doubt an exciting adventure but at 
times is overwhelming. The first night in Guatemala was difficult, but what ended up being 
more difficult was leaving, 
because of how extraordinary 
the experience was. The 
sense of accomplishment I 
felt when I got back was 
incomparable to any other 
achievement in my life. 

. 
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Before attending Westfield State I went to a community college 
for two years and then transferred to the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. While I was there I missed being in small 
classes and having individualized teaching, so after one year at 
UMass I transferred to Westfield State University.  

Growing up my parents put an emphasis on education. At the 
urging of her parents, my mom stopped going to college so she 
could work. But 34 years later, when I was in high school, she went 
back to finish her degree. My mom urged me to study something I 
genuinely enjoyed. I chose Psychology because I enjoy learning 
about how people behave, and I especially enjoyed learning about 
abnormal psychology.  

My goal is to work in a drug rehabilitation program. But before 
I do that I will be promoting a book I wrote. I always knew I 
wanted to write a book, but I never knew what I wanted it to be 
about. As I graduated from community college I figured out that I wanted to inspire others to go 
after what they want. I’m from Springfield, where people are judged by their neighborhood. My 
hope is that my book will inspire others to fight against that idea, and inspire students to do well 
and know that anything is possible with hard work and consistent dedication 

My advice to current and future WSU psychology students is this: The opportunities on 
campus are endless -- take advantage of what is there. The faculty and staff really want to help 
you achieve your dreams and goals. Also, I know a lot of people are concerned about finishing by 
a certain time. Here’s the truth: there is no time stamp on degrees. If it takes you longer than 
some, then so be it, all that matters is you got it, not how long it took. Most importantly, enjoy 
the time that you have right now because it ends in a blink of an eye. 

What? Free Oreos? Psych Department Celebrates 
Oreo Cookie Day 

Student Spotlight: Devin Bushey 
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CURCA Presentations 
Psychology Students Share Their Research 

The Center for Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity is located in the Ely Library 
Mezzanine and is a place for multi-disciplinary collaborations, speaking engagements, classroom 
activities, and professional development workshops. At the end of each semester it sponsors 
CURCA, a Celebration of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities. This is a conference where 
undergraduates from Westfield State can share their 
scholarly endeavors. Presentations are approved 
first by the sponsoring professor, and then by a peer 
review process.  

 

1

CURCA Fall 2018 
 

Katherine Chapman, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, The 
Effects of Anxiety on Attention: An Eye-
Tracking Task 

Jenna Eckstrom, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, Implicit 
Bias in Children 
James English, Jovan Roman, Devin Bushey, 

& Marissa Abel, Prof. Lynn Shelley, 
Acceptance of Microaggressions across Race, 
Gender, Age and Political Orientation 

Olivia Gywnn & Allison Webster, Prof. T. 

Alex Daniel, Caffeine's Effect on Memory and 
Attention 

Nicole Heroux & Autumn Sailor, Prof. Ricki 

Kantrowitz, Six Flags New England Human 
Resources Internship 

Michelle Jasiel, Prof. Rebecca Burwell, 
Operationalizing Internalized Misogyny: Is It 
Possible? 

Stephanie Mathieu, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, 
Correlation Between the Fluid Intelligence 
and Working Memories of Police Officers 

Kayla Ovelheiro, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, The 
Effects of Pressure on Working Memory 

Sara Rudd, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, Does 
Household Enrichment Have an Effect on a 
Reading Score? 

Alissa Smith & Shaunna Souve, Prof. T. Alex 

Daniel, The Effects of Personality on 
Eyewitness Testimony 
 

2

CURCA Spring 2019 
Katherine Chapman, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, The 
Effects of Negative/Neutral Imagery on Eye 
Gaze 

Katherine Chapman, Prof. Eric Bressler, 
Encryption Theory: Westfield State University 
Jokes and Statements 

Elizabeth Courtney, Prof. Lynn Shelley, 
Depression and Suicide in Guatemala and the 
United States 
Nicholas Cox, Prof. Claudia Ciano-Boyce, The 
Relationship Between Social Media Use and 
Suicidal Ideation 

Olivia Gwynn, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, Spoilers 
Effect on Audiences’ Enjoyment 

Michelle Jasiel, Prof. Rebecca Burwell, Sexual 
Trauma: Outcomes and Processes 

Kayla Ovelheiro, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, Test 
Taking Performance Under Pressure 

Lauren Stornelli, Prof. Joseph Camilleri, Errors 
and Biases in Bystander Identification of 
Perpetrators 

Allison Webster, Prof. T. Alex Daniel, A 
Proposal to Examine the Therapeutic Effects of 
a Canine 
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Internships and Practicum 
WSU Psychology Students Earn Academic Credit for Applied Work   

The Department of Psychology at Westfield State offers students the opportunity to earn 
academic credit through internship and practicum. The terms “internship” and “practicum” have 
almost identical meanings, but for WSU’s Psychology Department the distinction is the academic 

component. Internships are 3 credits earned for 120 hours of work at a setting relevant to 
psychology, working under the supervision of a site supervisor and a WSU faculty supervisor. 
Typically, the student is responsible for finding both the site and a faculty member willing to 

supervise. Practicum is a 6 credit experience where students complete 120 hours on site and attend 
both small group supervision sessions and regular class meetings. Sites are selected prior to the start 
of the semester with the support of a single professor assigned to the practicum class.  

Internship and Practicum both require an application that is due during regular registration the 
semester before the anticipated work (due in October for Spring semester, and April for Fall 
semester). The benefit of being a student at Westfield State University is that we have a phenomenal 
network of alumni working in the state, and often WSU alumni are the site supervisors for current 
students. Additionally, it is not uncommon for practicum and internship students to receive job offers 
at the conclusion of their supervised work.    

 2018-2019 Psychology Students’  
Internship and Practicum Sites 

 

1

Allegiance Nursing, HR 
Baystate Adult Inpatient Unit 
Baystate Child and Partial Hospitalization 
 Program 
Behavioral Services of Western MA (BSOWM) 
BHN Respite (Carson Center) 
Brightside (Providence Hospital) 
Chester Elementary School 
DCF Springfield 
Early Intervention, Behavioral Health Network 
Farmington River Elementary School 
Forum House 
Hope Center, BHN 
Girls, Inc 
Hampden County’s DA’s Office 
ICEI-at WSU 

2

Key Program 
May Institute 
Mentors, Inc. 
Office for Students with Disabilities and 
Deaf Services, Holyoke Community College 
Six Flags New England, HR 
Springfield Juvenile Probation Office 
Springfield Middle School 
Town of Granby Youth Services Bureau 
Veteran and Military Services, WSU 
W. MA Regional Women's Correctional 
 Center 
West Central Family & Counseling 
Westfield High School 
Westfield State University - Counseling 
 Center 


